We describe a new balloon-borne cosmic-electron telescope incorporates a trigger system and an imaging calorimeter. It is designed to observe high-energy electrons with an energy greater than 10GeV. The rejection of the background protons is performed by using the trigger system in real time and the off-line analysis of threedimensional shower profiles observed in the imaging calorimeter. The calorimeter consists of scintillating-fiber belts, emulsion plates and lead plates ('.'8r.l.thick in total). In order to observe the direction of showers, two belts in each depth are set at right angles with each other. Image intensifier is used to amplify the number of photons from scintillating fibers, and CCD camera is attached at the output window of the image intensifier. The telescope was launched at Sanriku Balloon Center, and it was flown for 12 hours at the level altitude. By preliminary analysis, we observed about 700 electrons over 10GeV under 4g cm2 of average residual atmosphere. The flux of electrons is consistent with previous observations.
INTRODUCTION
High-energy electrons are thought to be accelerated mostly in super novae (and the remnants) and lose the energy by the synchrotron radiation and the inverse Compton process during the diffusion in the galaxy. The rate of energy loss is expressed by the formula, dE/dt = -bE2, b = 2.0 x 10'6(GeV • sec)'
Here, we assume that the energy density of background photons is 0.82 eV/cc and the magnetic field is 6.7 tG. As easily understood by the formula, the life of electron decreases with the increase of energy. The energy spectrum is , therefore, a good measure to define the parameters of the diffusion models in the galaxy.' Especially, in the TeV region, only a few super novae are suggested to be able to contribute to the electrons near the earth. It is, therefore, expected that the anisotropy of arrival directions and the structure of energy spectrum might be clearly observed.23 These observations can play a crucial role to resolve the historical questions on the cosmic-ray acceleration mechanism in super nova and the feature of diffusion of the cosmic rays in our galaxy.
The reason why the observation of electrons in TeV region has not been so successful is caused by the relative decrease of electrons flux to the background protons in the higher energy region. Therefore, high-energy electron detector must suffice two contradicting requirements; large exposure area and good detection efficiency with a high rejection power for the background protons. The instrument which incorporates Cerenkov counter4 or transition radiation detector5 can manage the requirements in the energy region lower than 100 GeV. They are, however, inefficient in rejection of the background protons over a few 100 GeV and in increasing the statistics due to the smaller solid angles within a limit of the weight of pay load. Only the emulsion chamber (EC) technique could measure, at present, the electron flux up to the TeV region6; EC has larger solid angle and high rejection power of the background protons over 100GeV. It is, however, not capable of detecting showers below 50GeV, and of measuring the arrival direction of electrons as it has no time resolution. It is also difficult to use EC for a long duration observation as supposed in the space station.
For the purpose of observing the electrons over 10GeV, we have been developing an imaging-calorimeter telescope which adopts scintillating fibers (SCIFI).7 The telescope is designed to have the capability of measuring the energy spectrum and the anisotropy of arrival directions up to the TeV region. High performance in observing electrons is realized by an imaging technique of the shower profiles with scintillating fibers and the lager solid angle by the simple structure similar to EC. Monte-Carlo simulations show the rejection power against the background protons might be nearly same with that of EC up to the TeV region. We describe the telescope and report preliminary results of the balloon experiment in following sections.
ELECTRON TELESC OPE WITH S CINTILLATING FIBERS
The balloon-borne electron telescope with scintillating fibers (BETS) consists of a shower detector incorporates an imaging calorimeter and a trigger system, an electronics system, a data recording system and a telemetry system. A part of data including the images of showers observed with scintillating fibers are transmitted to the ground by the telemetry system for monitoring the telescope. Several parameters for the observation are controlled by commands from the ground. Parallel processing is carried out by adopting multi-CPU system of the Z80-compatible 32-bit processor (KL5C8O12CFP). Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the electronics system. Image processing system consists of a CCD camera and an image intensifier(I.I), and the two systems are employed. In the figure, the sequences of several control commands are also presented.
In order to keep the temperature and to avoid the discharge by high voltages in photomultiplier and image intensifiers, the whole instrument except the tape driver for recording is contained in a pressurized vessel with the diameter of im and the height of 1.7m. The vessel made of aluminum has the thickness of 4mm (i.e. 0.045 r.l.) at the top part to avoid the effects of secondaries produced in the material. 
Imaging calorimeter
SCIFI is efficient in detection of tracks of charged particles, and has been developed in the accelerator experiments. We adopt it as a sensitive layer of imaging sampling calorimeter of the electron telescope. Figure 2 shows schematic configuration of the shower detector. Development of an electron into the cascade shower occurs in the converter which is the upper stack of SCIFI belts interleaved with lead plates of the total thickness of 2 r.1. These SCIFI belts have four layers for each to assure the detection of a minimum-ionizing particle. The lower stack of SCIFI belts, each with single layer, interleaved also with the lead plates (6 r.1. thick in total) is capable of observing two dimensional development of the cascade shower.
A SCIFI, Kuraray SCSF77, has one millimeter diameter and involves a poly-styrene core (n=1.59) surrounded by a poly-methylmetacrylate (PMMA) clad (n=1.49). The belt is composed of 280 round SCIFIs (lmmq5 each) in one millimeter pitch and the length is about 80cm. At each depth, two belts are crossed at the right angle (in x and y direction). One ends of each belt in the x-direction are coupled with the input window (10cm ) of one 1.1, and those in the y-direction are with the other 1.1. Figure 3 shows how the SCIFI belt is assembled to couple with the 1.1 window. The number of SCIFIs is 5,040 for each direction, i.e. 10,080 in total. Emulsion plates are packed with lead plates in black box to protect lights. Each package contains the same thickness of lead, 1 r.l. In the converter, six layers of the emulsion plates interleaved with lead plates, 1mm thick for each, are contained in a package to assure the detection of electrons over 50GeV by coincidence with the showers observed with SCIFIs.
Trigger System
The event trigger is accomplished by three-fold coincidence of signals by the scintillators ( S1 '' S ) presented The trigger system was optimized by simulation to enhance as large as possible the ratio of electrons in the triggered events remaining a sizable amount of electrons. For the observation of electrons over 10GeV and with a zenith angle lower 30 degrees, it is found that the highest proton-rejection power of ''100 at 85% efficiency of electron detection is rea]ized if we impose the numbers of particles observed in S1 , S2 and S3 be 0. 7 ' 5, 10 100, and 40 (in unit of single minimum ionizing particle of vertical incident), respectively. We adopt the upper limits of the particle numbers in S1 and S2 to enhance the ratio of showers with an incident angle lower than 30 degrees. The limits are also effective to reject the proton-induced showers with back-scattered particles. The rejection power is enough to decrease the trigger rate lower than ' 2Hz, although the estimated rate of protons incident upon the detector is more than 30Hz.
Image Data Processing
An image on the input window of 1.1 is reduced by one-twelfth in size on the sensing area of CCD camera. The area contacted with the cross sections of all SCIFIs corresponds approximately to 512 x 512 pixels (5.816 x 5.96 mm in area) on the CCD camera. A video module reads 512 x 256 pixels (for the 2:1 interlace CCD scanning method) and the signals which exceed the noise level are digitized with an 8-bit flash ADC. By averaging the intensities in the adjacent two pixels, the amount of data is reduced by the factor of two i.e. 256 x 256 pixels. It takes about 0.2 sec to process an image with the size of 16K bytes.
The trigger signal makes a gate signal with the width of '.-'7tsec to activate the 1.1 and open the shutter of the CCD camera with the speed of 1/1360 sec. These "gating" procedures can effectively remove noises by the instruments and by the accidental events.
Techniques for Electron Selection
A conventional imaging calorimeter8 uses the three-dimensional profile only as to identify the existence of "shower cluster". In this detector, by using SCIFIs, we can additionally measure the two-dimensional energy-flow of cascade shower and resolve the secondary tracks in the hadronic interactions. It could, therefore, afford an efficient detector to discriminate electrons from the background protons. Figure 4 shows the results of simulations for the distributions of ratios of energy deposition in the SCIFIs within the distance of 5mm from the shower axis (RE). The ratio of proton events in the region of RE 0.7 is only 5.6% , while 85% of the electron events are in the region. As the simulation events analyzed are "triggered" by the same condition with the experiment, the selection by the criterion that RE is greater than 0.7 gives an additional rejection power of '-'20. The rejection power combining the on-board trigger and the off-line analysis is, therefore, about 2,000 in the energy region over 10GeV.
It is expected from the analysis of simulation events by a neural network technique that the rejection power by imaging might be increased at least three times. The rejection power would be, moreover, improved by the detection of tracks of the secondary hadrons and the back-scattered particles observed in the hadronic interactions. By an analysis of the observed events mentioned in the next section, these tracks were detected mostly in high energy events and the ratio of showers accompanied with such tracks is consistent with simulation. The rejection power is, therefore, expected to be nearly iO in final. The power is meaningful to get the energy spectrum up to the TeV region, as the ratio of protons to electrons around 1TeV is estimated to be 'iO3. 
BALLOON EXPERIMENT

Balloon Flight
The instrument of the total weight of 320kg and the power consumption of 130W (in max) was launched from Sanriku Balloon Center in Japan, and flown for 12 hours at the average altitude of 37km. The event trigger was carried out either by three-hold coincidence of S1 ,S2 and S3 (SH mode) or by two-hold of S1and S2 (SI mode). The 511 mode for shower events was used mostly in the electron observation, and the SI mode was for heavy particles. The observation of heavy tracks was primarily planned for the position calibration of SCIFIs by correspondence of the track positions in emulsion plates.
The trigger rate for showers with the threshold energy of 10GeV was 'S-' 1.6Hz at the level flight; the dead time was negligible. Almost all triggered events were stored on the EXB 8mm tape on board. The total number of recoded events was about 0.1 million and the total size was about 1.3GB.
Image Data Analysis
The configuration of SCIFI belts deforms the shower image in the detector as presented in Fig.3 . In order to recover the shower image from the CCD image, it is necessary to define the positions of each SCIFI on the CCD image. The positions of all SCIFIs are measured by the detection of cosmic-muon tracks at the ground. If the muon passes over one SCIFI within the belt, the SCIFI emits photons which make a bright spot on the CCD image. The spot consists of a cluster of pixels with a signal over the threshold. An example of CCD image of a muon track is presented in Fig.5 . It is shown that all the SCIFIs over which the muon passes have a bright cluster. A cross section consists of nearly 3 x 3 pixels on the CCD image, corresponding to the cross section of a SCIFI. The center of cross section was obtained by the two-dimensional Gaussian fit for the area corresponds to one SCIFI as presented in Fig.6 . By applying this analysis for all SCIFIs, these centers were defined within the accuracy of one pixel. The positions of each fiber were calibrated by the identification of heavy-ion tracks which were detected in the emulsion plates. Figure 7 shows examples of raw CCD image of a shower (left) and the reconstructed image (right). In the raw images, the intensity of each pixel is presented by 8-bit gray scale; that of each fiber is presented by size of radius at the center of SCIFI. The signal intensity from one SCIFI is obtained by summing up the intensities of pixels in the corresponding cluster. The width of the image is 7cm and that of the reconstructed is the detector size of 28cm. The line presented in the reconstructed is fitted by an energy-weighted least-square method. The showers which show typical development of electro-magnetic cascade, as presented in the upper figure, usually fulfill the criterion for electron that RE 0.7. The others which have secondary hadron-tracks in the converter, as in the lower figure, have a wider spread, and the values of RE are mostly lower than 0.7. 
Event Selection for Showers
The three-dimensional shower axis of incident partide 15 estimated by the projected directions observed with SCIFIs in right angles with each other. Reduction of the events were carried out by the following sequence: 1) The shower passes over all layers of detector.
2) The zenith angle is less than 30 degree.
3) The charge of incident particle is lower than two. Figure 8 shows the RE distributions of the events surviving the reduction. The distribution in the level flight is similar to that by the simulation as shown in Fig.4 . The peak region of distribution in RE O.7 might, therefore, correspond to electrons. During the flight over 37km, the number of selected events is 1469
In Fig.8 , the same distribution is presented for the events observed during the period when the balloon was ascending from 22km to 28km. The number of Selected events is 223 for the period of about one hour. It is clearly shown that the ratio of events with RE O.7 is larger than that at the level flight. The ratio of the number of events with RE O.7 to that of the others is approximately 2:1. However, the ratio at the level flight is considerably smaller. This enhancement of electron-like events in the deeper depth in atmosphere is consistent with the excess of secondary electrons which are produced by the nuclear interactions of protons with air nuclei. 
Electron Flux
The electron flux over 10GeV is estimated by the number of events whose RE is larger than 0.7. It is obtained that the number of electrons is about 700 by considering the possibilities of electrons and protons in R.E O.7. The ratio of electrons to protons at the level flight is estimated to be nearly equal as expected by simulation. The ratio during the ascending period is about two times higher suggested by the solutions of diffusion equations for secondary components. The showers with an energy over 50GeV with RE O.5 has been scanned in the emulsion plates. Eleven events were identified as to be electrons although all events have still not been analyzed
The observed electron flux at the level altitude ( r.' 4g cm2 of residual atmosphere ) is about 0.91 m2 sr1 s1. The flux is consistent with previous one at the top of atmosphere (1.3 m2 sr1 s') if we apply the corrections of the residual atmosphere (about 15 %) and the detection loss at energies near the threshold (about 20%).
SUMMARY AND FUTURE OBSERVATION
A new telescope for the high-energy electron observation has been successfully developed. Preliminary analysis of the balloon experiment in 1995 has shown that the shower profiles are very efficient to discriminate electrons from the proton background up to a few 100GeV. The observed flux over 10GeV under 4 g cm2 of average residual atmosphere is consistent with previous results. Final conclusion of the electron energy spectrum will be published after the accelerator tests scheduled in September, 1996 with the CERN-SPS electron beams from 10GeV to 100GeV. It is expected to get the energy spectrum up to a few 100GeV by the present data. A series of balloon experiments will be carried on to observe the electrons up to several 100GeV with enough statistics.
Heavy-ion events observed in the SI mode were analyzed not only for the locations but for the charges. The charge resolution around CNO was confirmed to be about 0.5 by measuring the energy depositions in SCIFIs by heavy-ion tracks. The charge distribution up to iron is consistent with the expectation by previous data. It is, therefore, shown that the BETS instrument could afford also a detector for heavy ions.
In order to extend the electron observation up to the TeV region, it is proposed to launch same type of telescope in space with JEM (Japanese Experiment Module) in the forthcoming international space station. The expected flux of electrons for the two-year observation is about 600 over 1TeV. It is crucially important that only the space experiment can realize the electron observation over 1TeV with enough statistics. It can clearly resolve the long-term questions mentioned in the section one.
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